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NONLOCAL H ¨ORMANDER’S HYPOELLIPTICITY THEOREM
XICHENG ZHANG
Dedicated to the memory of Professor Paul Malliavin
Abstract. Consider the following nonlocal integro-differential operator: for α ∈ (0, 2),
L(α)
σ,b f (x) := p.v.
∫
Rd−{0}
f (x + σ(x)z) − f (x)
|z|d+α dz + b(x) · ∇ f (x),
where σ : Rd → Rd ×Rd and b : Rd → Rd are two C∞b -functions, and p.v. stands for the Cauchy
principal value. Let B1(x) := σ(x) and B j+1(x) := b(x) · ∇B j(x) − ∇b(x) · B j(x) for j ∈ N. Under
the following Ho¨rmander’s type condition: for any x ∈ Rd and some n = n(x) ∈ N,
Rank[B1(x), B2(x), · · · , Bn(x)] = d,
by using the Malliavin calculus, we prove the existence of the heat kernel ρt(x, y) to the operator
L(α)
σ,b as well as the continuity of x 7→ ρt(x, ·) in L1(Rd) for each t > 0. Moreover, when σ(x) = σ
is constant, under the following uniform Ho¨rmander’s type condition: for some j0 ∈ N,
inf
x∈Rd
inf
|u|=1
j0∑
j=1
|uB j(x)|2 > 0,
we also prove the smoothness of (t, x, y) 7→ ρt(x, y) with ρt(·, ·) ∈ C∞b (Rd × Rd) for each t > 0.
1. Introduction
1.1. Background. Let A0, A1, · · · , Ad be d + 1-smooth vector fields on Rd. Consider the fol-
lowing second order differential operator
L(2) :=
d∑
k=1
A2k + A0. (1.1)
Let A0 := {A1, · · · , Ad} and for j ∈ N,
A j :=
{
[A, Ak] : A ∈ A j−1, k = 0, · · · , d
}
, (1.2)
where [A, Ai] := AAi−AiA is the usual Lie bracket. The celebrated Ho¨rmander’s hypoellipticity
theorem asserts that if
∪∞j=0A j spans Rd at each point x, (1.3)
then ∂t−L(2) has a smooth fundamental solution. In 1967, Ho¨rmander [14] first proved this result
by using the analytic argument. Later, in 1976, Malliavin [25] provided a probabilistic proof.
Malliavin’s idea was further developed by Bismut [6], Kusuoka-Stroock [22, 23], Watanabe
[36], Norris [27] etc. Notice that Ho¨rmander’s condition (1.3) is a local condition in the sense
that if ∪n(x)j=0A j spans Rd at point x, then ∪n(x)j=0A j also spans Rd at a neighbourhood of x.
In contrary to the local operator (1.1), we consider the following nonlocal operator
L(α)
σ,b f (x) := p.v.
∫
Rd−{0}
f (x + σ(x)z) − f (x)
|z|d+α dz + b(x) · ∇ f (x), α ∈ (0, 2), (1.4)
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where σ : Rd → Rd × Rd and b : Rd → Rd are two smooth functions, and p.v. stands for the
Cauchy principal value. Notice that if σ(x) = I is the identity matrix and b = 0, then
L(α)
I,0 f = cd,α∆
α
2 f ,
where ∆ α2 is the usual fractional Laplacian and cd,α is a constant. Recently, there are increasing
interests of studying such type of integro-differential operators. For example, in [26], Morimoto
and Xu first studied the hypoelliptic effects to the following fractional kinetic Fokker-Planck
equation
∂t f (t, x, v) + v · ∇x f (t, x, v) = a(x, v)∆
α
2
v f (t, x, v) + g, (1.5)
where a is a bounded smooth and strictly positive function. See also [2, 11, 1] etc. for some
related works about this equation. The physical motivation of studying equation (1.5) is refereed
to [38]. Another motivation is linked with a linear model of spatially inhomogeneous Boltzmann
equation without an angular cutoff (see [26, 2]). Notice that the operator in equation (1.5) is
degenerate, and can be written as (1.4) with nonlinear σ and linear b by the change of variables.
On the other hand, let us consider the following stochastic nonlinear oscillators studied in
[13, 32, 9] etc.:
dzi(t) = ui(t)dt, i = 1, · · · , d,
dui(t) = −∂zi H(z(t), u(t))dt, i = 2, · · · , d − 1,
dui(t) = −[∂zi H(z(t), u(t)) + γiui(t)]dt +
√
TidLit, i = 1, d,
(1.6)
where L1t and Ldt are two independent of α-stable processes, d > 3, γ1, γd ∈ R, T1, Td > 0, and
H(z, u) :=
d∑
i=1
(
1
2
|ui|2 + V(zi)
)
+
d−1∑
i=1
U(zi+1 − zi).
The typical examples of potential functions V and U are
V(z) = |z|
2
2
, U(z) = |z|
2
2
+
|z|4
4
.
The Hamiltonian H describes a chain of particles with nearest-neighbor interaction. We remark
that the generator of stochastic equation (1.6) also takes the form (1.4) with constant σ and
nonlinear b, which is a typical Ho¨rmander’s type operator if we assume U′′ > 0 (cf. [12]).
In the present work, we are interested in the following problem: Under what degenerate
conditions on σ and b appearing in (1.4), we can prove a similar theorem for integro-differential
operator L(α)
σ,b as in Ho¨rmander’s theorem. The purpose of this paper is to give partial results
under Ho¨rmander’s type conditions.
1.2. Main results. Let B1(x) := σ(x) and for j ∈ N, define
B j+1(x) := b(x) · ∇B j(x) − B j(x) · ∇b(x). (1.7)
Our first result is the following existence of the heat kernel to L(α)
σ,b and the L1-continuity of the
heat kernel with respect to the first variable.
Theorem 1.1. Let b : Rd → Rd and σ : Rd → Rd × Rd be C∞-functions with bounded partial
derivatives of first order. Assume that for each x ∈ Rd and some n = n(x) ∈ N,
Rank[B1(x), B2(x), · · · , Bn(x)] = d, (1.8)
then there exists a function ρt(x, y) such that for any f ∈ C2b(Rd) and t > 0, x ∈ Rd,
∂t
∫
Rd
f (y)ρt(x, y)dy =
∫
Rd
L(α)
σ,b f (y)ρt(x, y)dy. (1.9)
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Moreover, (t, x) 7→ ρt(x, ·) is continuous in L1(Rd) on (0,∞) × Rd. In particular, the semigroup
defined by Pt f (x) :=
∫
Rd
f (y)ρt(x, y)dy has the strong Feller property.
Remark 1.2. If σ(x) = σ is constant, in [40] and [12], we have already proved this theorem.
Moreover, if we define vector fields
A0(x) :=
d∑
i=1
bi(x)∂i, Ak(x) :=
d∑
i=1
σki(x)∂i,
and set A0 := {A1, · · · , Ad} and
A j :=
{
[A, A0] : A ∈ A j−1
}
, j ∈ N,
then (1.8) is equivalent that
∪∞j=0A j spans Rd at each point x ∈ Rd.
Compared with (1.3), in the definition of A j, all the Lie bracket is taken only with the drift
vector field A0.
About the smoothness of ρt(x, y), we have the following partial result.
Theorem 1.3. Assume that σ(x) = σ is constant, b has bounded partial derivatives of all orders
and for some j0 ∈ N,
inf
x∈Rd
inf
|u|=1
j0∑
j=1
|uB j(x)|2 =: κ1 > 0. (1.10)
Then there exists a probability density function ρt(x, y) ∈ C∞(R+ × Rd × Rd) with
ρt(·, ·) ∈ C∞b (Rd × Rd) ∀t > 0, (1.11)
and such that
∂tρt(x, y) = L(α)σ,b ρt(·, y)(x) ∀t > 0, (1.12)
with limt↓0 ρ(t, x, y) = δy(x) in the distributional sense.
Remark 1.4. In the linear case of b(x) = Bx, Priola and Zabczyk [30] first established this
result under (1.10), and Kulik [18] also showed that (1.10) is necessary for the existence of
smooth fundamental solutions (see also [34] for the related studies). In the nonlinear case,
when j0 = 2, this result was proven in [40]. Here an open question is the smoothness of ρt(x, y)
for the general non-constant σ(x). We will study this problem in a subsequent work [42].
1.3. Arguments and Related results. Our proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 1.3 are based on the
Malliavin calculus. Let (Lt)t>0 be a rotationally invariant α-stable process. Consider the follow-
ing stochastic differential equation (abbreviated as SDE) driven by Lt:
dXt(x) = b(Xt(x))dt + σ(Xt−(x))dLt, X0(x) = x.
It is well known that the generator of this SDE is given by L(α)
σ,b. Our task is thus to show that
Xt(x) admits a L1-continuity density ρt(x, y) under (1.8), and which is smooth under (1.10) when
σ(x) = σ is constant. Let (Wt)t>0 be a d-dimensional standard Brownian motion and (S t)t>0 an
independent α/2-stable subordinator. Then (WS t)t>0 (also called subordinated Brownian mo-
tion) is a rotationally invariant α-stable process, and we shall assume
Lt = WS t .
As in [21, 39, 40], by taking regular conditional probability with respect to S ·, the solution Xt(x)
can be regarded as a Brownian functional so that we can use the classical Malliavin calculus to
study the density of Xt(x).
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Let us now recall some well known results about the smooth density for SDEs with jumps. In
[7], Bismut first introduced the analogue of the Malliavin calculus for SDEs with jumps by the
perturbation of jump sizes and using Girsanov’s transformation. In [5], Bichteler, Gravereaux
and Jacod systematically studied the smooth density for SDEs driven by nondegenerate jump
noises. In [29], Picard used the difference operator to give another criterion for the smooth-
ness of the distribution density of Poisson functionals, and also applied it to SDEs driven by
pure jump Le´vy processes. By combining the classical Malliavin calculus and Picard’s differ-
ence operator argument, Ishikawa and Kunita in [15] obtained a new criterion for the smooth
density of Wiener-Poisson functionals. In [21], Kusuoka developed the Malliavin calculus for
subordinated Brownian functionals as mentioned above. The advantage of this method lies
in the fact that it is not necessary to develop a new Malliavin calculus for jump processes
(see [37, 39, 40, 41] for more applications). It is noticed that in all these results, the jump
noises of SDEs are assumed to be nondegenerate. On the other hand, Cass in [10] established
a Ho¨rmander’s type theorem for SDEs with jumps by proving a Norris’ type lemma for dis-
continuous semimartingales, but the Brownian diffusion term can not disappear. In the pure
jump degenerate case, by using a Komatsu-Takeuchi’s estimate proven in [17] for discontin-
uous semimartingales, Takeuchi [35] and Kunita [19, 20] also obtained similar Ho¨rmander’s
theorems. Unfortunately, the estimate in [17] seems incomplete, and which will be discussed
below.
As usual, in the proof of Theorem 1.1, we only need to check the invertibility of the Malliavin
covariance matrix Σt(x) defined by (2.9) below. To obtain the L1-continuity of the density, we
shall use a criterion proved by Bogachev [8, Corollary 9.6.12] about the convergence of a family
of Wiener functionals with respect to the total variation distance (see also [24, 4, 12]). While
in the proof of Theorem 1.3, the main difficulty is to prove the Lp-integrability of the inverse of
Σt(x), where the key point is to prove a Norris’ type lemma for discontinuous semimartingales
(cf. [10]). In the continuous diffusion case, Komatsu-Takeuchi [16] used a new estimate for
continuous semimartingales to give a simplified probabilistic proof for Ho¨rmander’s theorem.
Later, in [17], they also extended it to the case of discontinuous semimartingales so that they can
prove a Ho¨rmander’s type theorem for the SDEs driven by general jump processes. However, it
seems that there is a gap in their proofs. Here, we shall provide a slightly different and simplified
proof for their estimate. In particular, the parameters appearing in the estimate are explicitly
computed, which is crucial for our proof. As in [10], the difference with [17] is that the jump
size of the discontinuous part has to be small.
1.4. Layout and Notations. This paper is organised as follows: In Section 2, we give some
preliminaries about the Malliavin calculus and some necessary lemmas for later use. In par-
ticular, the Malliavin covariance matrix is calculated. In Section 3, we prove Theorem 1.1. In
Section 4, we prove a Komatsu-Takeuchi’s estimate for discontinuous semimartingales by using
different calculations. In Section 5, Theorem 1.3 will be proven.
Before concluding this introduction, we collect some notations and make some conventions
for later use.
• Write R+ = (0,∞) and N0 := N ∪ {0}, Rd0 := Rd − {0}.
• For a ca`dla`g function f : R+ → Rd, ∆ fs := fs − fs−.
• The inner product in Euclidean space is denoted by 〈x, y〉 or x · y.
• For p > 0, Γ(p) :=
∫ ∞
0 s
p−1e−sds denotes the usual Gamma function.
• S(Rd): The Schwardz space of rapidly decreasing smooth functions.
• C∞b (Rd): The space of all smooth bounded functions with bounded partial derivatives of
all orders.
• ∇ = (∂1, · · · , ∂d) denotes the gradient operator, and D the Malliavin derivative operator.
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• For a smooth function f : Rd → Rd, (∇ f )i j := (∂ j f i) denotes the Jacobian matrix of f .
• The asterisk ∗ denotes the transpose of a matrix or a column vector, or the dual operator.
• The capital letter C (resp. the small letter c) with or without index will denote an unim-
portant constant with values in [1,∞) (resp. (0, 1)).
2. Preliminaries
We first introduce the canonical space of a subordinated Brownian motion WS t . Let (W,H, µW)
be the classical Wiener space, i.e.,W is the space of all continuous functions from R+ to Rd with
vanishing values at starting point 0, H ⊂ W is the Cameron-Martin space consisting of all ab-
solutely continuous functions with square integrable derivatives, µW is the Wiener measure so
that the coordinate process
Wt(w) := wt
is a d-dimensional standard Brownian motion. Let S be the space of all ca`dla`g increasing
functions from R+ to R+ with ℓ0 = 0. Suppose that S is endowed with the Skorohod metric and
a probability measure µS so that the coordinate process
S t(ℓ) := ℓt
is a pure jump subordinator with Le´vy measure νS satisfying∫ ∞
0
(1 ∧ u)νS (du) < +∞.
Consider now the following product probability space
(Ω,F , P) :=
(
W × S,B(W) ×B(S), µW × µS
)
,
and define for ω = (w, ℓ) ∈W × S,
Lt(ω) := wℓt .
Then (Lt)t>0 is a d-dimensional pure jump Le´vy process with Le´vy measure νL given by
νL(E) =
∫ ∞
0
∫
E
(2πu)− d2 e− |z|
2
2u dzνS (du), E ∈ B(Rd). (2.1)
In particular, if νS (du) = u−1− α2 du, then
νL(dz) = 2− d+α2 (2π)− d2Γ(d+α2 )|z|−d−αdz.
2.1. Conditional Malliavin calculus on Ω. Let us now recall some basic notions and facts
about the Malliavin calculus (cf. [28]). Let U be a real separable Hilbert space. Let C (W;U)
be the class of all U-valued smooth cylindrical functionals on W with the form:
F =
m∑
i=1
fi(W(h1), · · · ,W(hn))ui,
where fi ∈ C∞b (Rn), ui ∈ U, h1, · · · , hn ∈ H, and
W(h) :=
d∑
k=1
∫ ∞
0
˙hksdWks .
The Malliavin derivative of F is defined by
DF :=
m∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
(∂ j fi)(W(h1), · · · ,W(hn))ui ⊗ h j ∈ U ⊗ H.
By an iteration argument, for any k ∈ N, the higher order Malliavin derivative DkF of F can be
defined as a random variable in U ⊗ H⊗k. It is well known that the operator (Dk,C (W;U)) is
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closable from Lp(W;U) to Lp(W;U ⊗ H⊗k) for each p > 1 (cf. [28, p.26, Proposition 1.2.1]).
For every p > 1 and k ∈ N, we introduce a norm on C (W;U) by
‖F‖k,p :=
EµW |F |p +
k∑
l=1
E
µW
(
‖DlF‖p
U⊗H⊗l
)
1
p
.
The Wiener-Sobolev space Dk,p(W;U) is defined as the closure of C (W;U) with respect to the
above norm. The dual operator D∗ of D (also called divergence operator) is defined by relation
E
µW〈DF,U〉H = EµW(FD∗U), U ∈ D1,2(W;H).
The following Meyer’s inequality holds (cf. [28, p.75, Proposition 1.5.4]). For any p > 1 and
U ∈ D1,p(W;H),
‖D∗U‖p 6 Cp‖U‖1,p. (2.2)
Now, let F(w, ℓ) be a U-valued functional on Ω =W × S. Let us denote
Fℓ(w) := F(w, ℓ),
and define
D
k,p(U) := Dk,p(Ω;U) :=
{
F ∈ Lp(Ω;U) : for µS-a.a. ℓ ∈ S, Fℓ ∈ Dk,p(W;U),
and ‖F‖k,p :=
∫
Ω
‖DkFℓ(w)‖p
U⊗H⊗kP(dw × dℓ) < ∞
}
and
(DkF)(w, ℓ) := DkFℓ(w), F ∈ Dk,p(U). (2.3)
Below we simply write
D
∞(U) := D∞(U) := ∩k∈N,p>1Dk,p(U)
and
D
k,p := Dk,p(Rd), D∞ := D∞(Rd).
Let F = (F1, · · · , Fd) be a random vector on Ω with Fℓ ∈ D1,2(W;Rd) for each ℓ ∈ S. The
Malliavin covariance matrix of F is defined by
(ΣF)i j(w, ℓ) := 〈DFℓi (w), DFℓj(w)〉H. (2.4)
The following criterion about the L1-continuity of the densities of a random field can be found
in [8, Corollary 9.6.12] (see also [24, 4, 12]).
Theorem 2.1. Let Λ be a metric space and (Xλ)λ∈Λ a family of Rd-valued functionals over Ω.
Suppose that for some p > d,
(H1) For each λ ∈ Λ and µS-almost all ℓ ∈ S, Xℓλ ∈ D1,p(W;Rd), and if λn → λ, then
lim
n→∞
‖Xℓλn − Xℓλ‖1,p = 0.
(H2) For each λ ∈ Λ, the Malliavin covariance matrix ΣXλ of Xλ is invertible almost surely.
Then the law of Xλ in Rd admits a density ρλ(x) so that λ 7→ ρλ(·) is continuous in L1(Rd).
Proof. First of all, by (H2) and Fubini’s theorem, for µS-almost all ℓ ∈ S, ΣXℓ
λ
(w) is invertible
for µW-almost all w. Thus, by (H1) and Bouleau-Hirsch’s criterion [28, p.92, Theorem 2.1.1],
the law of Xℓ
λ
is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure, and so does Xλ.
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The density is denoted by ρλ(x). Let λn → λ. By (H1) and Bogachev’s criterion [8, Corollary
9.6.12] (see also [24, Corollary 2.2]), we obtain that for µS-almost all ℓ ∈ S,
lim
n→∞
sup
‖ f ‖∞61
|EµW( f (Xℓλn) − f (Xℓλ))| = 0,
which, by the dominated convergence theorem, implies that
lim
n→∞
sup
‖ f ‖∞61
|E( f (Xλn) − f (Xλ))| 6
∫
S
lim
n→∞
sup
‖ f ‖∞61
|EµW( f (Xℓλ) − f (Xℓλ0))|µS(dℓ) = 0. (2.5)
The desired continuity follows by noticing∫
Rd
|ρλn(x) − ρλ(x)|dx = sup
‖ f ‖∞61
|E( f (Xλn) − f (Xλ))|
and (2.20). 
The following theorem about the criterion that a random vector admits a smooth density in
the Malliavin calculus can be found in [28, p.100-103].
Theorem 2.2. Assume that F = (F1, · · · , Fd) ∈ D∞ is a smooth functional on Ω and satisfies
that for all p > 2,
E[(detΣF)−p] < ∞.
Let G ∈ D∞ and ϕ ∈ C∞b (Rd). Then for any multi-index α = (α1, · · · , αm) ∈ {1, 2, · · · , d}m,
E[∂αϕ(F)G] = E[ϕ(F)Hα(F,G)],
where ∂α = ∂α1 · · · ∂αm , and Hα(F,G) are recursively defined by
H(i)(F,G) :=
∑
j
D∗
(
G(Σ−1F )i jDF j
)
, (2.6)
Hα(F,G) := H(αm)(F, H(α1,··· ,αm−1)(F,G)).
As a consequence, for any p > 1, there exist p1, p2, p3 > 1 and n1, n2 ∈ N such that
‖Hα(F,G)‖p 6 C‖(detΣF)−1‖n1p1‖DF‖n2m,p2‖G‖m,p3. (2.7)
In particular, the law of F possesses an infinitely differentiable density ρ ∈ S(Rd).
2.2. Malliavin covariance matrix. Consider the following SDE driven by subordinated Brow-
nian motion WS t :
dXt(x) = b(Xt(x))dt + σ(Xt−(x))dWS t , X0(x) = x,
where b : Rd → Rd and σ : Rd → Rd ×Rd are C∞-functions with bounded partial derivatives of
first order. It is well known that {Xt(x), t > 0, x ∈ Rd} forms a C1-stochastic flow (cf. [31]). For
0 6 r < t, let Jr,t(x) solve the following linear matrix-valued SDE:
Jr,t(x) = I +
∫ t
r
∇b(Xs(x))Jr,s(x)ds +
d∑
k=1
∫ t
r
∇σ·k(Xs−(x))Jr,s−(x)dWkS s . (2.8)
Here and below,
∫ t
r
always means
∫
(r,t]. We have the following explicit expression about the
Malliavin covariance matrix of Xt(x).
Lemma 2.3. Let (Σt(x))i j be the Malliavin covariance matrix of Xt(x) defined by (2.4). We have
Σt(x) =
∫ t
0
Js,t(x)σ(Xs−(x))σ∗(Xs−(x))J∗s,t(x)dS s. (2.9)
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Proof. Fix a path ℓ ∈ S and x ∈ Rd. Let Xℓt solve the following SDE:
dXℓt = b(Xℓt )dt + σ(Xℓt )dWℓt , Xℓ0 = x, (2.10)
and for 0 6 r < t, let Jℓr,t solve the following linear matrix-valued SDE:
Jℓr,t = I +
∫ t
r
∇b(Xℓs)Jℓr,sds +
d∑
k=1
∫ t
r
∇σ·k(Xℓs−)Jℓr,s−dWkℓs . (2.11)
By definitions (2.3) and (2.4), it suffices to prove that
Σ
ℓ
t =
∫ t
0
Jℓs,tσ(Xℓs−)σ∗(Xℓs−)(Jℓs,t)∗dℓs, (2.12)
where (Σℓt )i j := 〈D(Xℓt )i, D(Xℓt ) j〉H. For any h ∈ H, it is by now standard to prove that
DhXℓt =
∫ t
0
∇b(Xℓs)DhXℓsds +
∑
k
∫ t
0
∇σ·k(Xℓs−)DhXℓs−dWkℓs +
∫ t
0
σ(Xℓs−)dhℓs . (2.13)
By the formula of constant variations or Fubini’s theorem, we have
DhXℓt =
∫ t
0
Jℓs,tσ(Xℓs−)dhℓs .
Let {hn, n ∈ N} be an orthonormal basis of H. We have
Σ
ℓ
t =
∑
n
Dhn Xℓt ⊗ Dhn Xℓt =
∑
n
∫ t
0
Jℓs,tσ(Xℓs−)dhnℓs ⊗
∫ t
0
Jℓs,tσ(Xℓs−)dhnℓs ,
where for a vector x ∈ Rd, x ⊗ x := (xix j)i j. From this, we then obtain (2.12) by noticing that
(cf. [41, Lemma 4.4])
∑
n
(∫ t
0
〈 fs, dhnℓs〉
) (∫ t
0
〈gs, dhnℓs〉
)
=
∫ t
0
〈 fs, gs〉dℓs.
The proof is complete. 
2.3. Three useful lemmas. In the remainder of this paper, we make the following assumption
on νS : For some α ∈ (0, 2),
0 < lim
ε↓0
ε
α
2 −1
∫ ε
0
uνS (du) 6 lim
ε↓0
ε
α
2 −1
∫ ε
0
uνS (du) < ∞. (ASα)
We use the following filtration:
Ft := σ{WS s , S s : s 6 t}.
Clearly, for t > s, WS t − WS s and S t − S s are independent of Fs.
We need the following lemmas.
Lemma 2.4. Let ft : R+ → R+ be a bounded continuous Ft-adapted process. Under (AS)α,
there exist constants c0 = c0(νS , α, ‖ f ‖∞) ∈ (0, 1) and λ0 = λ0(νS , α, ‖ f ‖∞) > 0 such that for any
λ > λ0,
E exp
{
−λ
∫ t
0
fsdS s
}
6
(
E exp
{
−c0λ
α
2
∫ t
0
fsds
}) 1
2
.
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Proof. For λ > 0, set
gλs :=
∫ ∞
0
(1 − e−λ fsu)νS (du)
and
Mλt := −λ
∫ t
0
fsdS s +
∫ t
0
gλsds.
Let NS (dt, du) be the Poisson random measure associated with S t, i.e.,
NS ((0, t] × U) :=
∑
s6t
1U(S s − S s−), U ∈ B(R+). (2.14)
Let ˜NS (dt, du) be the compensated Poisson random measure of NS (dt, du), i.e.,
˜NS (dt, du) = NS (dt, du) − dtνS (du).
By Le´vy-Itoˆ’s decomposition (cf. [33]), we can write
S t = t
∫ 1
0
uνS (du) +
∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
u ˜NS (ds, du) +
∫ t
0
∫ ∞
1
uNS (ds, du), (2.15)
so that∫ t
0
fsdS s =
∫ t
0
fs
(∫ 1
0
uνS (du)
)
ds +
∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
fsu ˜NS (ds, du) +
∫ t
0
∫ ∞
1
fsuNS (ds, du).
By Itoˆ’s formula (cf. [3]), we have
eM
λ
t = 1 +
∫ t
0
∫ ∞
0
eM
λ
s− [e−λ fsu − 1] ˜NS (ds, du). (2.16)
Since for any x > 0,
1 − e−x 6 1 ∧ x,
we have
Mλt 6
∫ t
0
gλs ds 6 t
∫ ∞
0
(1 ∧ (λ‖ f ‖∞|u|))νS (du).
Hence, by (2.16) we have
EeM
λ
t = 1,
and by Ho¨rder’s inequality,
E exp
{
−λ
2
∫ t
0
fsdS s
}
= E
(
eM
λ
t /2 exp
{
−1
2
∫ t
0
gλsds
})
6
(
E exp
{
−
∫ t
0
gλs ds
}) 1
2
. (2.17)
On the other hand, since for any κ ∈ (0, 1) and x 6 − log k,
1 − e−x > κx,
letting κ = 1
e
, we have
gλs >
∫ 1
λ‖ f ‖∞
0
(1 − e−λ fsu)νS (du) > 1
e
∫ 1
λ‖ f ‖∞
0
(λ fsu)νS (du) = λ fs
e
∫ 1
λ‖ f ‖∞
0
uνS (du).
Substituting this into (2.17) and using (ASα), we obtain the desired estimate. 
Lemma 2.5. Under (ASα), there exist constants C0,C1 > 1 such that for all δ ∈ (0, 1),∫
|z|>δ
νL(dz) 6 C0δ−α,
∫
|z|6δ
|z|2νL(dz) 6 C1δ2−α. (2.18)
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Proof. First of all, by (ASα), there exists a constant C > 1 such that for all ε ∈ (0, 1),∫ ε
0
uνS (du) 6 Cε1− α2 . (2.19)
For any ε ∈ (0, 1), letting m := [log2(1/ε)] + 1, we have
νS ([ε, 1]) 6
m∑
k=0
∫ 2k+1ε
2kε
νS (du) 6
m∑
k=0
(2kε)−1
∫ 2k+1ε
2kε
uνS (du)
6 C
m∑
k=0
(2kε)−1(2k+1ε)1− α2 = C21− α2
m∑
k=0
(2kε)− α2 ,
which implies that for some C > 1,
νS ([ε,∞)) 6 Cε− α2 . (2.20)
By (2.1) and the change of variables, we have∫
|z|>δ
νL(dz) =
∫ ∞
0
(∫
|z|>δ
(2πu)− d2 e− |z|
2
2u dz
)
νS (du)
6 νS ([δ2,∞)) + π− d2
∫ δ2
0
(∫
√
2u|x|>δ
e−|x|
2 dx
)
νS (du)
(2.20)
6 Cδ−α + π− d2
∫ δ2
0
u
(∫
√
2u|x|>δ
2|x|2
δ2
e−|x|
2 dx
)
νS (du)
6 Cδ−α + 2π− d2 δ−2
∫ δ2
0
uνS (du)
(∫
Rd
|x|2e−|x|2 dx
)
(2.19)
6 C0δ−α
and ∫
|z|6δ
|z|2νL(dz) =
∫ ∞
0
(∫
|z|6δ
(2πu)− d2 |z|2e− |z|
2
2u dz
)
νS (du)
= 2π− d2
∫ ∞
0
u
(∫
√
2u|x|6δ
|x|2e−|x|2 dx
)
νS (du)
6 Cd

∫ δ2
0
uνS (du) + δ2
∫ ∞
δ2
νS (du)
 (2.19)(2.20)6 C1δ2−α.
The proof is complete. 
Lemma 2.6. Under (ASα), we have
P
(
ω : {s : ∆S s(ω) > 0} is dense in (0,∞)
)
= 1.
Proof. Define a stopping time τ := inf{t > 0 : S t > 0} = inf{t > 0 : ∆S t > 0}. As in the proof
of [40, Lemma 2.1], it suffices to prove that
P(τ = 0) = 1.
Let NS (ds, du) be defined by (2.14). For any ε ∈ (0, 1), we have
ε > E
(
∆S τ1∆S τ6ε
)
= E

∑
0<t6τ
∆S t1∆S t6ε
 = E
(∫ τ
0
∫ ε
0
uNS (ds, du)
)
= E
(∫ τ
0
∫ ε
0
uνS (dz)ds
)
=
(∫ ε
0
uνS (du)
)
Eτ,
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which, together with (ASα) and letting ε → 0, implies that
Eτ = 0 ⇒ P(τ = 0) = 1.
The proof is complete. 
3. Proof of Theorem 1.1
In order to prove Theorem 1.1, it suffices to check the conditions of Theorem 2.1, and (1.9)
follows by Itoˆ’s formula. First of all, we have
Lemma 3.1. Assume that b, σ ∈ C∞ has bounded partial derivatives of first order. For each
ℓ ∈ S, p > 2 and all (t, x) ∈ (0,∞) × Rd, we have
Xℓt (x) ∈ D1,p(W;Rd). (3.1)
Moreover, for fixed t > 0 and x ∈ Rd, there exists a µS-null set S0 such that for all ℓ < S0,
lim
(s,y)→(t,x)
‖Xℓs(y) − Xℓt (x)‖1,p = 0. (3.2)
In particular, (H1) of Theorem 2.1 holds.
Proof. First of all, by equations (2.12) and (2.13), since b, σ ∈ C1b, it is easy to prove that for
any p > 2 and T > 0, x ∈ Rd,
E
(
sup
t∈[0,T ]
(|Xℓt (x)|p + ‖DXℓt (x)‖pH)
)
6 C(T, p, ℓ)(1 + |x|p),
which gives (3.1). Let us prove (3.2). For fixed x, y ∈ Rd, set
Zt := Xℓt (x) − Xℓt (y).
By equation (2.13), we have
〈DZt, h〉H = x − y +
∫ t
0
∇b(Xs(x))〈DZs, h〉Hds +
∑
k
∫ t
0
∇σ·k(Xs−(x))〈DZs−, h〉HdWkℓs
+
∫ t
0
[∇b(Xs(x)) − ∇b(Xs(y))]DhXs(y)ds +
∫ t
0
[σ(Xs−(x)) − σ(Xs−(y))]dhℓs
+
∑
k
∫ t
0
[∇σ·k(Xs−(x)) − ∇σ·k(Xs−(y))]DhXs−(y)dWkℓs .
Let {hn, n ∈ N} be an orthonormal basis of H. Since
‖DZt‖2H =
∑
n
|〈DZt, hn〉H|2,
by Burkholder’s inequality (cf. [21] or [39, Lemma 2.3]), we have
E‖DZt‖pH 6 C|x − y|p + Ctp−1
∫ t
0
E‖DZs‖pHds + CE
(∫ t
0
‖DZs−‖2Hdℓs
)p/2
+ Ctp−1
∫ t
0
E[|∇b(Xs(x)) − ∇b(Xs(y))|p‖DXs(y)‖pH]ds +CE
(∫ t
0
|Zs−|2dℓs
)p/2
+ CE
(∫ t
0
|∇σ(Xs−(x)) − ∇σ(Xs−(y))|2‖DXs−(y)‖2Hdℓs
)p/2
6 C|x − y|p + Ctp−1
∫ t
0
E‖DZs‖pHds + Cℓp/2−1t
∫ t
0
E‖DZs−‖pHdℓs + It(x, y),
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where C only depends on p, and It(x, y) denotes the remaining terms. By Gronwall’s inequality,
we derive that
E‖DZt‖pH 6 Cℓt (|x − y|p + It(x, y)).
On the other hand, we similarly have
E|Xℓt (x) − Xℓt (y)|p 6 Cℓt |x − y|p
and
E‖Xℓt (x) − Xℓs(x)‖p1,p 6 C(|t − s|p + |ℓt − ℓs|p/2)(1 + |x|p).
Combining the above estimates and noticing that for fixed t and µS-almost all ℓ, s 7→ ℓs is
continuous at t, we thus obtain the desired continuity (3.2). 
The remaining task is to verify (H2) of Theorem 2.1 under (1.8), i.e., to prove the invertibility
of the Malliavin covariance matrix Σt(x) given in (2.9).
Let N(dt, dz) be the Poisson random measure associate to Lt = WS t , i.e.,
N((0, t] × U) =
∑
s6t
1U(∆Ls), U ∈ B(Rd0).
The compensated Poisson random measure of N(dt, dz) is defined by
˜N(dt, dz) := N(dt, dz) − dtνL(dz).
Choose δ > 0 being small and fixed so that
2δ‖∇σ‖∞ 6 1. (3.3)
Define
Lδt :=
∫ t
0
∫
|z|6δ
z ˜N(ds, dz), ˆLδt :=
∫ t
0
∫
|z|>δ
zN(ds, dz). (3.4)
Then Lδt and ˆLδt are two independent Le´vy processes with Le´vy measures 1{|z|6δ}νL(dz) and
1{|z|>δ}νL(dz) respectively, and by Le´vy-Itoˆ’s decomposition, we have
Lt = Lδt + ˆL
δ
t . (3.5)
Fix T > 0 and a ca`dla`g function ~ : (0,∞) → Rd with
∆~T = 0, |∆~s| = 0 or > δ, ∀s > 0. (3.6)
Notice that for almost all ω, the path t 7→ ˆLδt (ω) has this property. Let X~t solve the following
SDE:
X~t = x +
∫ t
0
b(X~s )ds +
∫ t
0
∫
|z|6δ
σ(X~s−)z ˜N(ds, dz) +
∫ t
0
σ(X~s−)d~s,
and J~r,t solve the following linear matrix-valued SDE:
J~r,t = I +
∫ t
r
∇b(X~s )J~r,sds +
∫ t
r
∫
|z|6δ
∇σ(X~s−)zJ~r,s− ˜N(ds, dz) +
d∑
k=1
∫ t
r
∇σ·k(X~s−)J~r,s−d~ks.
By (3.5), it is easy to see that
Xt = X~t |~= ˆLδ· , Jr,t = J~r,t|~= ˆLδ· . (3.7)
Define
λ := sup{t < T : |∆~t| > δ}. (3.8)
By (3.6), we have for all t ∈ [λ, T ],
J~λ,t = I +
∫ t
λ
∇b(X~s )J~λ,sds +
∫ t
λ
∫
|z|6δ
∇σ(X~s−)zJ~λ,s− ˜N(ds, dz).
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Define
Q(x, z) := (I + ∇σ(x)z)−1 − I, |z| 6 δ.
By (3.3), this is well defined and
|Q(x, z)| 6 Cd‖∇σ‖∞|z|, |z| 6 δ. (3.9)
We have
Lemma 3.2. For each t ∈ [λ, T ], the matrix J~
λ,t is invertible and K~λ,t := (J~λ,t)−1 solves
K~λ,t = I −
∫ t
λ
K~λ,s∇b(X~s )ds +
∫ t
λ
∫
|z|6δ
K~λ,s−Q(X~s−, z) ˜N(ds, dz)
−
∫ t
λ
∫
|z|6δ
K~λ,s−Q(X~s−, z)∇σ(X~s−)zνL(dz)ds.
Moreover, for any p > 2, we have
sup
t∈[λ,T ]
E|K~λ,t|p < ∞. (3.10)
Proof. For simplicity of notations, we drop the superscript “~”. By Itoˆ’s formula, we have
Kλ,t Jλ,t = I +
∫ t
λ
Kλ,s−dJλ,s +
∫ t
λ
dKλ,sJλ,s− +
∑
λ<s6t
∆Kλ,s∆Jλ,s
= I +
∫ t
λ
Kλ,s−∇b(Xs−)Jλ,s−ds +
∫ t
λ
∫
|z|6δ
Kλ,s−∇σ(Xs−)zJλ,s− ˜N(ds, dz)
−
∫ t
λ
Kλ,s−∇b(Xs−)Jλ,s−ds +
∫ t
λ
∫
|z|6δ
Kλ,s−Q(Xs−, z)Jλ,s− ˜N(ds, dz)
−
∫ t
λ
∫
|z|6δ
Kλ,s−Q(Xs−, z)∇σ(Xs−)zJλ,s−νL(dz)dr
+
∫ t
λ
∫
|z|6δ
Kλ,s−Q(Xs−, z)∇σ(Xr−)zJλ,s−N(ds, dz).
By the definition of Q(x, z), one sees that
Q(x, z) + ∇σ(x)z = −Q(x, z)∇σ(x)z.
Hence,
Kλ,t Jλ,t = I.
Estimate (3.10) is standard by (3.9) and Gronwall’s inequality. The proof is complete. 
Let V : Rd → Rd × Rd be a matrix-valued smooth function. Let us first introduce two
functions:
HV (x, z) := V(x + σ(x)z) − V(x) + Q(x, z)V(x + σ(x)z), (3.11)
GV(x, z) := HV(x, z) + ∇σ(x)z · V(x) − σ(x)z · ∇V(x). (3.12)
Define
M~V(t) :=
∫ t
λ
∫
|z|6δ
K~λ,s−HV(X~s−, z) ˜N(ds, dz), (3.13)
R~V(t) :=
∫ t
λ
∫
|z|6δ
K~λ,sGV(X~s−, z)νL(dz)ds. (3.14)
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Lemma 3.3. Let [b,V] := b · ∇V − V · ∇b. We have P(ΩV1 ) = 1, where
Ω
V
1 :=
{
ω : K~λ,tV(X~t ) = V(X~λ) +
∫ t
λ
K~λ,s[b,V](X~s )ds + M~V(t) + R~V(t),∀t ∈ [λ, T ]
}
.
Proof. For simplicity of notations, we drop the superscript “~”. By Itoˆ’s formula, we have
V(Xt) = V(Xλ) +
∫ t
λ
(b · ∇)V(Xs)ds +
∫ t
λ
∫
|z|6δ
[V(Xs− + σ(Xs−)z) − V(Xs−)] ˜N(ds, dz)
+
∫ t
λ
∫
|z|6δ
[V(Xs− + σ(Xs−)z) − V(Xs−) − σ(Xs−)z · ∇V(Xs−)]νL(dz)ds.
By Itoˆ’s product formula and Lemma 3.2, we have
Kλ,tV(Xt) = V(Xλ) +
∫ t
λ
dKλ,sV(Xs−) +
∫ t
λ
Kλ,s−dV(Xs) +
∑
λ<s6t
∆Kλ,s∆V(Xs)
= V(Xλ) +
∫ t
λ
Kλ,s−[b,V](Xs)ds +
∫ t
λ
∫
|z|6δ
Kλ,s−Q(Xλ,s−, z)V(Xs−) ˜N(ds, dz)
−
∫ t
λ
∫
|z|6δ
Kλ,s−Q(Xλ,s−, z)∇σ(Xλ,s−)zV(Xs−)νL(dz)ds
+
∫ t
λ
∫
|z|6δ
Kλ,s−[V(Xs− + σ(Xs−)z) − V(Xs−)] ˜N(ds, dz)
+
∫ t
λ
∫
|z|6δ
Kλ,s−[V(Xs− + σ(Xs−)z) − V(Xs−) − σ(Xs−)z · ∇V(Xs−)]νL(dz)ds
+
∫ t
λ
∫
|z|6δ
Kλ,s−Q(Xs−, z)[V(Xs− + σ(Xs−)z) − V(Xs−)]N(ds, dz).
Noticing that
V(x + σ(x)z) − V(x) − σ(x)z · ∇V(x) + Q(x, z)[V(x + σ(x)z) − V(x) − ∇σ(x)zV(x)]
= V(x + σ(x)z) − V(x) + Q(x, z)V(x + σ(x)z) + ∇σ(x)z · V(x) − σ(x)z · ∇V(x)
= HV (x, z) + ∇σ(x)z · V(x) − σ(x)z · ∇V(x) = GV(x, z),
where HV and GV are defined by (3.11) and (3.12), we obtain
Kλ,tV(Xt) = V(Xλ) +
∫ t
λ
Kλ,s−[b,V](Xs)ds +
∫ t
λ
∫
|z|6δ
Kλ,s−HV(Xs−, z) ˜N(ds, dz)
+
∫ t
λ
∫
|z|6δ
Kλ,s−GV(Xs−, z)νL(dz)ds, (3.15)
which gives the desired result. 
We have
Lemma 3.4. There exists a sequence of numbers εm ∈ (0, δ) → 0 such that P(ΩV2 ) = 1, where
Ω
V
2 :=
{
ω : M~V(t) = lim
m→∞
∫ t
λ
∫
εm<|z|6δ
K~λ,s−HV(X~s−, z) ˜N(ds, dz) uniformly in t ∈ [λ, T ]
}
.
Proof. Since b and σ are linear growth, by using a standard stopping time technique, we may
assume that σ,V and ∇V are bounded so that
|HV(x, z)| 6 ‖∇V‖∞‖σ‖∞|z| + Cd‖∇σ‖∞‖V‖∞|z|. (3.16)
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By Doob’s maximal inequality, we have
E
 sup
t∈[λ,T ]
∣∣∣∣∣∣M~V(t) −
∫ t
λ
∫
ε<|z|6δ
K~λ,s−HV(X~s−, z) ˜N(ds, dz)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
= E
 sup
t∈[λ,T ]
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∫ t
λ
∫
|z|6ε
K~λ,s−HV(X~s−, z) ˜N(ds, dz)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
6 4E
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∫ T
λ
∫
|z|6ε
K~λ,s−HV(X~s−, z) ˜N(ds, dz)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
6 4E
(∫ T
λ
∫
|z|6ε
|K~λ,sHV(X~s−, z)|2νL(dz)ds
)
,
which tends to zero as ε ↓ 0 by (3.10) and (3.16). We complete the proof by choosing a suitable
sequence εn ↓ 0. 
By [31, p.68, Theorem 23], we also have
Lemma 3.5. For n ∈ N, let tk := (kT )/n ∨ λ. There exists a subsequence nm → ∞ such that
P(ΩV3 ) = 1, where
Ω
V
3 :=
{
ω : lim
nm→∞
nm−1∑
k=0
(M~V(tk+1 ∧ t) − M~V(tk ∧ t))i j(M~V(tk+1 ∧ t) − M~V(tk ∧ t))i′ j′
=
∑
k,k′
∫ t
λ
∫
|z|6δ
(K~λ,s−)ik(HV (X~s−, z))k j(K~λ,s−)i′k′(HV (X~s−, z))k′ j′N(ds, dz)
uniformly in t ∈ [λ, T ], ∀i, j, i′, j′ = 1, · · · , d
}
.
Now we are in a position to prove the following main result of this section.
Lemma 3.6. Under (1.8), for each T > 0 and x ∈ Rd, the Malliavin covariance matrix ΣT (x)
defined by (2.9) is invertible almost surely.
Proof. Below we drop the variable “x”, and divide the proof into four steps.
(1) We first prove that
t 7→ Jt,T has a ca`dla`g modification on [0, T ). (3.17)
Let τ0 := 0 and define a sequence of stopping times by
τn := {t > τn−1 : |∆Lt | > δ}, n ∈ N.
Recalling equation (2.8) and by (3.5) and (3.4), we have
Jr,t = I +
∫ t
r
∇b(Xs)Jr,sds +
∫ t
r
∫
|z|6δ
∇σ(Xs−)zJr,s− ˜N(ds, dz)
+
∫ t
r
∫
|z|>δ
∇σ(Xs−)zJr,s−N(ds, dz). (3.18)
Thus, by (3.3) and as in Lemma 3.2, we have
Jτn ,t is invertible for any t ∈ [τn, τn+1),
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and the inverse Kτn ,t := J−1τn ,t solves
Kτn ,t = I −
∫ t
τn
Kτn ,s∇b(Xs)ds +
∫ t
τn
∫
|z|6δ
Kτn ,s−Q(Xs−, z) ˜N(ds, dz)
−
∫ t
τn
∫
|z|6δ
Kτn ,s−Q(Xs−, z)∇σ(Xs−)zνL(dz)ds.
In particular,
t 7→ Kτn ,t is ca`dla`g on [τn, τn+1). (3.19)
Since for each t ∈ [τn, τn+1), by the uniqueness of solutions to equation (3.18),
Jτn ,T = Jt,T Jτn ,t a.s.,
we have
Jt,T = Jτn,T J−1τn ,t = Jτn ,T Kτn ,t a.s.,
which together with (3.19) gives (3.17).
(2) In order to prove the invertibility of ΣT , by (2.9) we only need to prove that
P
(
ω : uΣT u
∗
=
∫ T
0
|uJt,Tσ(Xt−)|2dS t = 0, ∃u ∈ Sd−1
)
= 0.
Notice that ∫ T
0
|uJt,Tσ(Xt−)|2dS t =
∑
0<t6T
|uJt,Tσ(Xt−)|2∆S t.
If we set
I := {t : ∆S t > 0},
then it suffices to prove that
P
(
ω : uJt,Tσ(Xt−) = 0, ∀t ∈ I ∩ [0, T ], ∃u ∈ Sd−1
)
= 0,
which, by Lemma 2.6, (3.17) and the right continuity of t 7→ Xt, is equivalent to
P
(
ω : uJt,Tσ(Xt) = 0, ∀t ∈ [0, T ), ∃u ∈ Sd−1
)
= 0.
Furthermore, by (3.7) and taking regular conditional probability with respect to the large jump
ˆLδ· , it is enough to prove that for each ca`dla`g ~ satisfying (3.6),
P
(
ω : uJ~t,Tσ(X~t ) = 0, ∀t ∈ [0, T ), ∃u ∈ Sd−1
)
= 0.
Let λ be defined by (3.8). By Lemma 3.2, we have for all t ∈ [λ, T ],
J~λ,T = J~t,T J~λ,t ⇒ J~t,T = J~λ,T K~λ,t.
Thus, it reduces to prove
P
(
ω : uK~λ,tσ(X~t ) = 0, ∀t ∈ [λ, T ), ∃u ∈ Sd−1
)
= 0. (3.20)
(3) Let Bn be defined by (1.7), and let ΩBn1 ,ΩBn2 and ΩBn3 be defined as in Lemmas 3.3, 3.4 and
3.5 respectively. Set
˜Ω := ∩n∈N(ΩBn1 ∩ΩBn2 ∩ ΩBn3 ).
We want to prove that for each ω ∈ ˜Ω,
uK~λ,t(ω)σ(X~t (ω)) = 0, ∀t ∈ [λ, T ) ⇒ u = 0. (3.21)
If this is proven, then by Lemmas 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5, we immediately obtain (3.20).
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Below, for simplicity of notations, we drop “ω”. Now suppose that
uK~λ,tσ(X~t ) = uK~λ,tB(X~t ) = 0, ∀t ∈ [λ, T ).
We shall use the induction to prove that for any n ∈ N,
uK~λ,tBn(X~t ) = 0, ∀t ∈ [λ, T ). (3.22)
If this is proven, then by letting t ↓ λ, we obtain
uBn(X~λ) = 0, ∀n ∈ N,
which implies u = 0 by (1.8), and so (3.21).
(4) Suppose now that (3.22) holds for some n ∈ N. In view of ω ∈ ΩBn1 , by Lemma 3.3
and recalling Bn+1 = [b, Bn], we have
0 = uK~λ,tBn(X~t ) = uBn(X~λ) +
∫ t
λ
uK~λ,sBn+1(X~s )ds + uM~Bn(t) + uR~Bn(t), ∀t ∈ [λ, T ).
From this, we have
uBn(X~λ) = 0
and ∫ t
λ
uK~λ,sBn+1(X~s )ds + uM~Bn(t) + uR~Bn(t) = 0, ∀t ∈ [λ, T ). (3.23)
Since t 7→
∫ t
λ
uK~
λ,sBn+1(X~s )ds + uR~Bn(t) is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue
measure, in view of ω ∈ ΩBn3 , by Lemma 3.5 and (3.23), we have∫ t
λ
∫
|z|6δ
|uK~λ,s−HBn(X~s−, z)|2N(ds, dz) = 0, ∀t ∈ [λ, T ),
which implies that for any ε ∈ (0, δ),∫ t
λ
∫
ε<|z|6δ
uK~λ,s−HBn(X~s−, z)N(ds, dz) = 0, ∀t ∈ [λ, T ). (3.24)
On the other hand, since νL is symmetric, by (3.14) and (3.12), we have for any t ∈ [λ, T ),
uR~Bn(t) = limε↓0
∫ t
λ
∫
ε<|z|6δ
uK~λ,s−HBn(X~s−, z)νL(dz)ds,
and in view of ω ∈ ΩBn2 , by Lemma 3.4,
uM~Bn(t) = limm→∞
∫ t
λ
∫
εm<|z|6δ
uK~λ,s−HBn(X~s−, z) ˜N(ds, dz).
Thus, we obtain that for any t ∈ [λ, T ),
uM~Bn(t) + uR~Bn(t) = limm→∞
∫ t
λ
∫
εm<|z|6δ
uK~λ,s−HBn(X~s−, z)N(ds, dz)
(3.24)
= 0,
which together with (3.23) yields∫ t
λ
uK~λ,sBn+1(X~s )ds = 0, ∀t ∈ [λ, T ).
By the right continuities of s 7→ K~
λ,s, X
~
s , we obtain (3.22). The proof is complete. 
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4. Komatsu-Takeuchi’s estimate for discontinuous semimartingales
In this section we shall prove a version of Komatsu-Takeuchi’s estimate (cf. [16, 17]). Let
Wt be a d-dimensional Brownian motion and N(ds, dz) a Poisson random measure over Rd0 with
intensity measure dsν(dz), where ν is an infinite measure on Rd0 with∫
R
d
0
(1 ∧ |z|2)ν(dz) < +∞.
Let ˜N(ds, dz) := N(ds, dz) − dsν(dz) be the compensated Poisson random measure.
Let Sm be the class of m-dimensional semimartingales with the following form:
Xt = ξ0 +
∫ t
0
ξ0s ds +
∫ t
0
ξksdWks +
∫ t
0
∫
R
d
0
ηs(z) ˜N(ds, dz), (4.1)
where ξks , k = 0, 1, · · · , d and ηs(z) are m-dimensional predictable processes with
‖X·(ω)‖Sm := sup
s∈[0,1]
(
|Xs(ω)|2 ∨ |ξ0s (ω)|2 ∨ |ξks(ω)|2 ∨ sup
z∈Rd
|ηs(z, ω)|2
1 ∧ |z|2
)
< ∞ a.e. − ω.
Here and below, we use the following convention: If an index appears twice in a product, then
it will be summed automatically. For example,∫ t
0
ξksdWks :=
d∑
k=1
∫ t
0
ξksdWks , |ξks |2 :=
d∑
k=1
|ξks |2.
For κ > 1, let S κm be the subclass of Sm with
‖X·(ω)‖Sm 6 κ a.s. − ω.
We first prepare the following easy result about the exponential supermartingales.
Lemma 4.1. Let (Xt)t>0 be a one-dimensional semimartingale in S1 taking form (4.1) with
ξ0 = ξ
0
s = 0. If we let
Et(X) := exp
{∫ t
0
ξksdWks +
∫ t
0
∫
R
d
0
ηs(z) ˜N(ds, dz)
− 1
2
∫ t
0
|ξks |2ds −
∫ t
0
∫
R
d
0
(eηs(z) − 1 − ηs(z))ν(dz)ds
}
,
then for any t > 0,
EEt(X) 6 1. (4.2)
Moreover, for any R > 0, we have on |Rηs(z)| 6 1,∣∣∣∣∣∣
∫ t
0
ξksdWks +
∫ t
0
∫
R
d
0
ηs(z) ˜N(ds, dz) − 1R logEt(RX)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
6
R
2
∫ t
0
|ξks |2ds + 2R
∫ t
0
∫
R
d
0
|ηs(z)|2ν(dz)ds. (4.3)
Proof. By Itoˆ’s formula, we have
Et(X) = 1 +
∫ t
0
Es(X)ξksdWks +
∫ t
0
∫
R
d
0
Es−(X)(eηs(z) − 1) ˜N(ds, dz).
Hence,
t 7→ Et(X) is a positive local martingale (and also a supermartingale),
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which then implies (4.2). As for (4.3), it follows by
|ex − x − 1| 6 2x2, ∀|x| 6 1,
and a direct calculation. 
We are now in a position to prove the following Komatsu-Takeuchi’s estimate.
Theorem 4.2. For κ > 1, let ( ft)t>0 and ( f 0t )t>0 be two m-dimensional semimartingales in S κm
given by
ft = f0 +
∫ t∧τ
0
f 0s ds +
∫ t
0
f ks dWks +
∫ t
0
∫
|z|6δ
gs(z) ˜N(ds, dz),
f 0t = f 00 +
∫ t
0
f 00s ds +
∫ t
0
f 0ks dWks +
∫ t
0
∫
|z|6δ
g0s(z) ˜N(ds, dz),
where δ ∈ (0, 1] and τ is a stopping time. For any ε, T ∈ (0, 1], there exist positive random
variables ζ1 and ζ2 with Eζ1 6 1, Eζ2 6 1 such that
c1
∫ T
0
{
| f kt |2 +
∫
|z|6δ
|gt(z)|2ν(dz)
}
dt 6 (δ−1 + ε−1)
∫ T
0
| ft|2dt + κδ log ζ1 + κ(ε + Tδ) (4.4)
and
c2
∫ T∧τ
0
| f 0t |2dt 6 (δ−
3
2 + ε−
3
2 )
∫ T
0
| ft|2dt + κδ 12 log ζ2 + κ(εδ− 12 + ε 12 + Tδ 12 ), (4.5)
where c1, c2 ∈ (0, 1) only depends on
∫
|z|61 |z|2ν(dz).
Proof. First of all, if ε > T , then in view of ft ∈ S κm,∫ T
0
{
| f ks |2 +
∫
|z|6δ
|gs(z)|2ν(dz)
}
dt 6 κT
(
1 +
∫
|z|61
|z|2ν(dz)
)
6 Cκε,
and ∫ T
0
| f 0t |2dt 6 κT 6 κε,
and hence, (4.4) and (4.5) hold with ζ1 = ζ2 ≡ 1. Below, by replacing ( ft, f kt , gt(z)) and
( f 0kt , g0t (z)) with ( ft, f kt , gt(z))/
√
κ and ( f 0kt , g0t (z))/
√
κ, we shall assume
κ = 1, ε ∈ (0, T ).
In particular, we have
| ft|2 ∨ | f 0t |2 ∨ | f kt |2 ∨ | f 00t |2 ∨ | f 0kt |2 ∨ sup
z∈Rd
|gt(z)|2
1 ∧ |z|2 ∨ supz∈Rd
|g0t (z)|2
1 ∧ |z|2 6 1. (4.6)
We divide the proof into two steps.
(1) For t ∈ [0, T − ε], by Itoˆ’s formula, we have
| ft+ε|2 = | ft|2 + 2
∫ t+ε
t
〈 fs, 1s6τ f 0s 〉ds + 2
∫ t+ε
t
〈 fs, f ks 〉dWks +
∫ t+ε
t
| f ks |2ds
+
∫ t+ε
t
∫
|z|6δ
{
| fs− + gs(z)|2 − | fs−|2
}
˜N(ds, dz) +
∫ t+ε
t
∫
|z|6δ
|gs(z)|2ν(dz)ds.
Integrating both sides from 0 to T − ε and using Fubini’s theorem, we obtain∫ T−ε
0
| ft+ε|2dt > 2
∫ T
0
εs〈 fs, 1s6τ f 0s 〉ds +
∫ T
0
εs
{
| f ks |2 +
∫
|z|6δ
|gs(z)|2ν(dz)
}
ds
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+{∫ T
0
ξε,ks dWks +
∫ T
0
∫
|z|6δ
ηεs(z) ˜N(ds, dz)
}
=: Iε1 + I
ε
2 + I
ε
3 , (4.7)
where
εs := (T − ε) ∧ s − 0 ∨ (s − ε)
and
ξε,ks := 2εs〈 fs, f ks 〉, ηεs(z) := εs
{
| fs− + gs(z)|2 − | fs−|2
}
.
For Iε1 , we have
|Iε1 | 6 2ε
∫ T
0
| fs|| f 0s |ds 6
∫ T
0
| fs|2ds + ε2
∫ T
0
| f 0s |2ds
(4.6)
6
∫ T
0
| fs|2ds + Tε2. (4.8)
For Iε2 , noticing that
|εs − ε| 6 ε
{
1(0,ε)(s) + 1(T−ε,T )(s)
}
, s ∈ [0, T ],
one easily sees that
Iε2
(4.6)
> ε
∫ T
0
{
| f ks |2 +
∫
|z|6δ
|gs(z)|2ν(dz)
}
ds − 2
(
1 +
∫
|z|61
|z|2ν(dz)
)
ε2. (4.9)
For Iε3 , notice that
|ηεs(z)|1|z|6δ 6 ε(2| fs−||gs(z)| + |gs(z)|2)1|z|6δ
(4.6)
6 3εδ.
Thus, by (4.3) with R = 13εδ , there exists a positive random variable Mε,δ1 with EMε,δ1 6 1 such
that
−Iε3 6 3εδ log Mε,δ1 + C(εδ)−1
(∫ T
0
|ξε,ks |2ds +
∫ T
0
∫
|z|6δ
|ηεs(z)|2ν(dz)ds
)
(4.6)
6 3εδ log Mε,δ1 +Cεδ
−1
(∫ T
0
| fs|2ds +
∫ T
0
∫
|z|6δ
(| fs|2|z|2 + |z|4)ν(dz)ds
)
6 3εδ log Mε,δ1 + Cεδ
−1
∫ T
0
| fs|2ds +CTεδ. (4.10)
Here and below, the constant C > 1 only depends on
∫
|z|61 |z|2ν(dz). Combining (4.7)-(4.10), we
obtain ∫ T
0
{
| f ks |2 +
∫
|z|6δ
|gs(z)|2ν(dz)
}
ds
6 3δ log Mε,δ1 + C1(δ−1 + ε−1)
∫ T
0
| fs|2ds + C1(ε + Tδ), (4.11)
which gives (4.4) with κ = 1 by setting c1 := 13∨C1 and ζ1 := (M
ε,δ
1 )
3
3∨C1 .
(2) As above, by Itoˆ’s product formula, we have
〈 ft+ε, f 0t+ε〉 = 〈 ft, f 0t 〉 +
∫ t+ε
t
〈 fs, f 00s 〉ds +
∫ t+ε
t
〈 fs, f 0ks 〉dWks
+
∫ t+ε
t
∫
|z|6δ
〈 fs−, g0s(z)〉 ˜N(ds, dz) +
∫ t+ε
t
1s6τ| f 0s |2ds
+
∫ t+ε
t
〈 f ks , f 0s 〉dWks +
∫ t+ε
t
∫
|z|6δ
〈gs(z), f 0s−〉 ˜N(ds, dz)
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+∫ t+ε
t
〈 f ks , f 0ks 〉ds +
∫ t+ε
t
∫
|z|6δ
〈gs(z), g0s(z)〉N(ds, dz).
Integrating both sides from 0 to T − ε and using Fubini’s theorem again, we get∫ T−ε
0
{〈 ft+ε, f 0t+ε〉 − 〈 ft, f 0t 〉}dt =
{∫ T
0
ˆξε,ks dWks +
∫ T
0
∫
|z|6δ
ηˆεs(z) ˜N(ds, dz)
}
+
∫ T
0
εs
{
〈 fs, f 00s 〉 + 〈 f ks , f 0ks 〉 +
∫
|z|6δ
〈gs(z), g0s(z)〉ν(dz)
}
ds
+
∫ T
0
εs1s6τ| f 0s |2ds =: Jε1 + Jε2 + Jε3 , (4.12)
where
ˆξε,ks := εs
{
〈 fs, f 0ks 〉 + 〈 f ks , f 0s 〉
}
, ηˆεs(z) := εs
{
〈 fs−, g0s(z)〉 + 〈gs(z), f 0s− + g0s(z)〉
}
.
For Jε1 , notice that
|ηˆεs(z)|1|z|6δ 6 ε
{
| fs−||g0s(z)| + |gs(z)|(| f 0s−| + |g0s(z)|)
}
1|z|6δ
(4.6)
6 3εδ 6 3εδ 12 .
Thus, by (4.3) with R = 13εδ1/2 , there exists a positive random variable Mε,δ2 with EMε,δ2 6 1 such
that
−Jε1 6 3εδ
1
2 log Mε,δ2 + C(εδ
1
2 )−1
{∫ T
0
| ˆξε,ks |2ds +
∫ T
0
∫
|z|6δ
|ηˆεs(z)|2ν(dz)ds
}
(4.6)
6 3εδ 12 log Mε,δ2 +Cεδ
− 12
∫ T
0
{
| fs|2 + | f ks |2 +
∫
|z|6δ
|gs(z)|2ν(dz)
}
ds. (4.13)
For Jε2 , by Young’s inequality and (4.6), we have
|Jε2 | 6 ε
∫ T
0
{
| fs|| f 00s | + | f ks || f 0ks |
}
ds + ε
∫ T
0
∫
|z|6δ
|gs(z)||g0s(z)|ν(dz)ds
6 εδ−
1
2
∫ T
0
{
| fs|2 + | f ks | +
∫
|z|6δ
|gs(z)|2ν(dz)
}
ds + CTεδ 12
as well as ∣∣∣∣∣∣
∫ T−ε
0
{〈 ft+ε, f 0t+ε〉 − 〈 ft, f 0t 〉}dt
∣∣∣∣∣∣ 6
(∫ T
T−ε
+
∫ ε
0
)
| ft f 0t |dt
6 ε−
1
2
∫ T
0
| ft|2dt +Cε 12
(∫ T
T−ε
+
∫ ε
0
)
| f 0t |2dt 6 ε−
1
2
∫ T
0
| ft|2dt +Cε 32 . (4.14)
For Jε3 , it is similar to (4.9) that
Jε3 > ε
∫ T
0
1s6τ| f 0s |2ds − 2ε2 = ε
∫ T∧τ
0
| f 0s |2ds − 2ε2. (4.15)
Combining (4.12)-(4.14), we obtain∫ T∧τ
0
| f 0s |2ds 6 3δ
1
2 log Mε,δ2 + C(δ−
1
2 + ε−
3
2 )
∫ T
0
| fs|2ds + 2ε +CTδ 12 + Cε 12
+C0δ−
1
2
∫ T
0
{
| f ks |2 +
∫
|z|6δ
|gs(z)|2ν(dz)
}
ds
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(4.11)
6 3δ 12 (log Mε,δ1 + C0 log Mε,δ2 ) +C(δ−
3
2 + ε−1δ−
1
2 + ε−
3
2 )
∫ T
0
| fs|2ds
+ 2ε + CTδ 12 + Cε 12 + C(Tδ + ε)δ− 12 ,
which yields (4.5) with κ = 1 by suitable choices of c2 and ζ2 as in (1). The proof is thus
complete. 
Remark 4.3. The factor T before δ 12 in (4.5) is quite important for the proof of Lemma 5.1
below. Meanwhile, the freedom of ε allows it to be any positive power of δ so that for any m > 1
and T ∈ (0, 1),
c0
2κ
∫ T
0
| f 0t |2dt 6 δ−
3m
2
∫ T
0
| ft|2dt + δ 12 log ζ
1
2
2 + (δ
m
2 + Tδ
1
2 ). (4.16)
Moreover, the role of stopping time τ will become clear in the following corollary.
We have the following corollary.
Corollary 4.4. Let ( ft)t>0 and ( f 0t )t>0 be two m-dimensional semimartingales in Sm as given in
Theorem 4.2. For δ ∈ (0, 1) and γ ∈ (0, 14), define a stopping time:
τ := inf
{
t > 0 : | ft|2 ∨ | f 0t |2 ∨ | f kt |2 ∨ | f 00t |2 ∨ | f 0kt |2 ∨ sup
z∈Rd
|gt(z)|2
1 ∧ |z|2 ∨ supz∈Rd
|g0t (z)|2
1 ∧ |z|2 > δ
−γ
}
.
For any δ, T ∈ (0, 1] and γ ∈ (0, 14), we have
P
{∫ T
0
| ft|2dt 6 δ2−γ,
∫ T
0
| f 0t |2dt > δ
1
4−γ; τ > T
}
6 e5−c0δ
− 14
.
Proof. In Theorem 4.2, if we replace ft, f kt , gt(z) and f 0t , f 0kt , g0t (z) by ft∧τ, 1t6τ f kt , 1t6τgt(z) and
f 0t∧τ, 1t6τ f 0kt , 1t6τg0t (z) respectively, then by (4.5) with ε = δ and κ = δ−γ, we obtain
c0
∫ T∧τ
0
| f 0t |2dt 6 2δ−
3
2
∫ T
0
| ft∧τ|2dt + δ 12−γ log ζ2 + 3δ 12−γ.
In particular, {∫ T
0
| ft|2dt 6 δ2−γ,
∫ T
0
| f 0t |2dt > δ
1
4−γ; τ > T
}
⊂
{
ζ2 > e
c0δ
− 14 −5},
which gives the desired estimate by Chebyshev’s inequality and Eζ2 6 1. 
Remark 4.5. This type of Norris’ estimate was proven by Cass in [10]. Our proof is simpler,
and the dependence of constants are more explicit.
5. Proof of Theorem 1.3
In this section we assume that
σ(x) = σ is constant and b ∈ C∞b (Rd).
Let us consider the following SDE:
Xt(x) = x +
∫ t
0
b(Xs(x))ds + σWS t .
Let Jt(x) = ∇Xt(x) be the Jacobian matrix of Xt(x). It is easy to see that
Jt(x) = I +
∫ t
0
∇b(Xs(x))Js(x)ds.
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Let Kt(x) be the inverse matrix of Jt(x). Then
Kt(x) = I −
∫ t
0
Ks(x)∇b(Xs(x))ds.
In this case, since Js,t(x) = Jt(x)Ks(x), the Malliavin covariance matrix Σt(x) given by (2.9) can
be written as:
Σt(x) = Jt(x)
(∫ t
0
Ks(x)σσ∗K∗s (x)dS s
)
J∗t (x). (5.1)
The core task of this section is to prove the Lp-integrability of the inverse of Σt(x).
Below, for simplicity of notations, we shall drop the variable “x” unless necessary. We first
prove the following key lemma.
Lemma 5.1. Let V : Rd → Rd × Rd be a bounded smooth function with bounded derivatives
of all orders. Under (ASα), for any β ∈ (0 ∨ (4α − 7), 1), there exist two constants C1 > 1 and
c1 ∈ (0, 1) only depending on b,V and α, β, νL such that for all δ, t ∈ (0, 1),
sup
|u|=1
P
(∫ t
0
|uKs[b,V](Xs)|2ds > tδ
1−β
2 ,
∫ t
0
|uKsV(Xs)|2ds 6 tδ9−
β
2
)
6 C1 exp{−c1tδ−
β
2 }, (5.2)
where [b,V] := b · ∇V − V · ∇b.
Proof. We divide the proof into three steps.
(1) Let ~ be a ca`dla`g purely discontinuous Rd-valued function with finitely many jumps and
~0 = 0. Let ℓ be another ca`dla`g purely discontinuous Rd-valued function with ℓ0 = 0. Let
Xt(x; ℓ, ~) solve the following equation:
Xt(x; ℓ, ~) = x +
∫ t
0
b(Xs(x; ℓ, ~))ds + σℓt + σ~t.
Let Kt(x; ℓ, ~) solve the following matrix-valued ODE:
Kt(x; ℓ, ~) = I −
∫ t
0
Ks(x; ℓ, ~)∇b(Xs(x; ℓ, ~))ds. (5.3)
By Gronwall’s inequality, it is clear that
|Kt(x; ℓ, ~)| 6 e‖∇b‖∞ , ∀t ∈ [0, 1]. (5.4)
For δ ∈ (0, 1), let Lδt and ˆLδt be defined as in (3.4). Write
Xδt (x) := Xt(x; Lδ· , 0), Kδt (x) := Kt(x; Lδ· , 0).
Then Xδt (x) solves the following SDE:
Xδt (x) = x +
∫ t
0
b(Xδs (x))ds +
∫
|z|6δ
σz ˜N((0, t], dz). (5.5)
Define
V0(x) := [b,V](x) +
∫
|z|6δ
(V(x + σz) − V(x) − σz · ∇V(x))νL(dz),
V1(x) := [b,V0](x) +
∫
|z|6δ
(V0(x + σz) − V0(x) − σz · ∇V0(x))νL(dz).
For any u ∈ Rd with |u| 6 e‖∇b‖∞ , set
ft := uKδt V(Xδt ), gt(z) := uKδt (V(Xδt + σz) − V(Xδt ))
and
f 0t := uKδt V0(Xδt ), f 00t := uKδt V1(Xδt ), g0t (z) := uKδt (V0(Xδt + σz) − V0(Xδt )).
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By equations (5.3), (5.5) and using Itoˆ’s formula (see (3.15)), we have
ft = uV(x) +
∫ t
0
uKδs [b,V](Xδs )ds +
∫ t
0
∫
|z|6δ
gs−(z) ˜N(ds, dz)
+
∫ t
0
∫
|z|6δ
uKδs (V(Xδs + σz) − V(Xδs ) − σz · ∇V(Xδs ))νL(dz)ds
= uV(x) +
∫ t
0
f 0s ds +
∫ t
0
∫
|z|6δ
gs−(z) ˜N(ds, dz)
and
f 0t = uV0(x) +
∫ t
0
f 00s ds +
∫ t
0
∫
|z|6δ
g0s−(z) ˜N(ds, dz).
Since V has bounded derivatives of all orders, by (5.4) and |u| 6 e‖∇b‖∞ , there exists a constant
κ > 1 only depending on b and V such that for all t ∈ [0, 1] and z ∈ Rd,
| ft|2, | f 0t |2, | f 00t |2 6 κ, |gt(z)|2, |g0t (z)|2 6 κ(1 ∧ |z|2).
By (4.16) with m = 5, for any t ∈ (0, 1), there exists a positive random variable ζ with Eζ 6 1
such that
2c0
∫ t
0
| f 0s |2ds 6 δ−
15
2
∫ t
0
| fs|2ds + δ 12 log ζ + (δ 52 + tδ 12 ) a.s.,
where c0 ∈ (0, 1) only depends on κ and
∫
|z|61 |z|2νL(dz). From this, dividing both sides by δ
1
2 and
taking exponential and expectations, we derive that
E
(
exp
{
2c0δ−
1
2
∫ t
0
| f 0s |2ds − δ−8
∫ t
0
| fs|2ds
})
6 exp{δ2 + t}. (5.6)
Recalling the definition of f 0t and by |x + y|2 > |x|
2
2 − |y|2, we have
| f 0t |2 >
|uKδt [b,V](Xδt )|2
2
− e4‖∇b‖∞‖∇2V‖2∞|σ|4
(∫
|z|6δ
|z|2νL(dz)
)2
(2.18)
>
|uKδt [b,V](Xδt )|2
2
− C2δ4−2α.
Thus, by (5.6), we obtain that for all δ, t ∈ (0, 1),
sup
|u|6e‖∇b‖∞
E
(
exp
{
c0δ
− 12
∫ t
0
|uKδs [b,V](Xδs )|2ds − δ−8
∫ t
0
|uKδs V(Xδs )|2ds
})
6 exp
{
δ2 + t(C3δ 72−2α + 1)
}
, (5.7)
where C3 := 2C2c0.
(2) Let ~ be a ca`dla`g purely discontinuous Rd-valued function with finitely many jumps and
~0 = 0. Write for δ ∈ (0, 1),
Xδt (x; ~) := Xt(x; Lδ· , ~), Kδt (x; ~) := Kt(x; Lδ· , ~)
and for u ∈ Rd,
Jδt (u, x; ~) := exp
{
c0δ
− 12
∫ t
0
|uKδs (x; ~)[b,V](Xδs (x; ~))|2ds
− δ−8
∫ t
0
|uKδs (x; ~)V(Xδs (x; ~))|2ds
}
. (5.8)
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By (5.7), we have
sup
x∈Rd
sup
|u|6e‖∇b‖∞
EJδt (u, x; 0) 6 exp
{
δ2 + t(C3δ 72−2α + 1)
}
. (5.9)
For t ∈ (0, 1), let n be the jump number of ~ before time t. Let 0 =: t0 < t1 < · · · < tn 6 t =: tn+1
be the jump time of ~. It is easy to see that for any s ∈ [0, t j+1 − t j),
Xδs+t j (x; ~) = Xs(Xδt j (x; ~);ϑt j Lδ· , 0) (5.10)
and
Kδs+t j (x; ~) = Kδt j (x; ~) · Ks(Xδt j (x; ~);ϑt j Lδ· , 0), (5.11)
where
(ϑt j Lδs := Lδs+t j − Lδt j )s>0
(d)
= (Lδs)s>0.
Noticing that for j = 1, · · · , n,
Jδt j (u, x; ~), Kδt j (x; ~), Xδt j(x; ~) are independent of X·(·;ϑt j Lδ· , 0) and K·(·;ϑt j Lδ· , 0)
and
X·(·;ϑt j Lδ· , 0)
(d)
= Xδs (·; 0), K·(·;ϑt j Lδ· , 0)
(d)
= Kδs (·; 0),
by (5.10) and (5.11), we obtain that for |u| = 1,
EJδtn+1(u, x; ~) = E
(
Jδtn(u, x; ~) ·
(
EJδtn+1−tn(u′, y; 0)
)∣∣∣∣
u′=uKδtn (x;~),y=Xδtn (x;~)
)
(5.4)(5.9)
6 exp
{
δ2 + (tn+1 − tn)(C3δ 72−2α + 1)
}
EJδtn(u, x; ~)
6 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
6 Π
n
j=0 exp
{
δ2 + (t j+1 − t j)(C3δ 72−2α + 1)
}
= exp
{
δ2(n + 1) + tn+1(C3δ 72−2α + 1)
}
. (5.12)
Let Nδt be the jump number of ˆLδ· before time t, i.e.,
Nδt =
∑
s∈(0,t]
1|∆ ˆLδt |>0 =
∫
|z|>δ
N((0, t], dz) =
∑
s∈(0,t]
1|∆Ls|>δ,
which is a Poisson process with intensity
∫
|z|>δ νL(dz) =: λδ. Observing that
X·(x) = Xδ· (x; ˆLδ), K·(x) = Kδ· (x; ˆLδ),
and recalling (5.8) and the independence of Lδ and ˆLδ, we have for any |u| = 1,
E
(
exp
{
c0δ
− 12
∫ t
0
|uKs[b,V](Xs)|2ds − δ−8
∫ t
0
|uKsV(Xs)|2ds
})
= E
(
EJδt (u, x; ~)|~= ˆLδ
)
=
∞∑
n=0
E
((
EJδt (u, x; ~)
)
~= ˆLδ
; Nδt = n
)
(5.12)
6
∞∑
n=0
exp
{
δ2(n + 1) + t(C3δ 72−2α + 1)
}
P(Nδt = n)
= exp
{
δ2 + t(C3δ 72−2α + 1)
} ∞∑
n=0
eδ
2n (tλδ)n
n!
e−tλδ
= exp
{
δ2 + t(C3δ 72−2α + 1) + (eδ2 − 1)tλδ
}
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(2.18)
6 exp
{
2 + C4tδ
7
2−2α + C5tδ2−α
}
, ∀t, δ ∈ (0, 1),
where in the last step we have used that ex − 1 6 3x for x ∈ (0, 1).
(3) By Chebyshev’s inequality, we have for any β ∈ (0, 1),
sup
|u|=1
P
{
c0δ
− 12
∫ t
0
|uKs[b,V](Xs)|2ds − δ−8
∫ t
0
|uKsV(Xs)|2ds > tδ−
β
2
}
6 exp
{
2 + C4tδ
7
2−2α +C5tδ2−α − tδ−
β
2
}
.
In particular, if β ∈ (0 ∨ (4α − 7), 1), then there exists a constant δ0 such that for all δ ∈ (0, δ0)
and t ∈ (0, 1),
sup
|u|=1
P

∫ t
0
|uKs[b,V](Xs)|2ds > 2tδ
1−β
2
c0
,
∫ t
0
|uKsV(Xs)|2ds 6 tδ8−
β
2
 6 exp{3 − tδ−
β
2 },
which then gives the desired estimate by adjusting the constants and rescaling δ. 
Lemma 5.2. Let t0 := 1∧( e−‖∇b‖∞2‖∇b‖∞ ). Under (1.10) and (ASα), there exist γ = γ(α) ∈ (0, 1), C2 > 1
and c2 ∈ (0, 1) such that for all t ∈ (0, t0) and λ > 1,
sup
|u|=1
sup
x∈Rd
E exp
{
−λ
∫ t
0
|uKs(x)σ|2ds
}
6 C2 exp{−c2tλγ}. (5.13)
Proof. For fixed β ∈ (0 ∨ (4α − 7), 1), set a := 1−β18−β and define for j = 1, · · · , j0,
E j :=
{∫ t
0
|uKsB j(Xs)|2ds 6 tδa j(9−
β
2 )
}
.
Since a j+1(9 − β2) = a
j(1−β)
2 and B j+1 = [b, B j], by (5.2) with δ replaced by δa
j
, we have
P(E j ∩ Ecj+1) 6 C1 exp{−c1tδ−a
j β
2 }. (5.14)
Noticing that
E1 ⊂
(
∩ j0j=1E j
)
∪
(
∪ j0−1j=1 (E j ∩ Ecj+1)
)
,
we have
P(E1) 6 P
(
∩ j0j=1E j
)
+
j0−1∑
j=1
P(E j ∩ Ecj+1). (5.15)
On the other hand, noticing that for t 6 1 ∧ ( e−‖∇b‖∞2‖∇b‖∞ ) =: t0,
inf
|u|=1
|uKt| > 1 − |Kt − I| > 1 − ‖∇b‖∞e‖∇b‖∞ t > 12 ,
by (1.10) we have
j0⋂
j=1
E j ⊂

j0∑
j=1
∫ t
0
|uKsB j(Xs)|2ds 6 t
j0∑
j=1
δa
j(9− β2 )

⊂
κ1
∫ t
0
|uKs|2ds 6 t
j0∑
j=1
δa
j0 (9− β2 )

⊂
{ tκ1
2
6 t j0δa j0 (9−
β
2 )
}
= ∅, (5.16)
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provided t 6 t0 and δ 6 δ1 for some δ1 small enough. Therefore, combining (5.14)-(5.16), we
obtain that for all t ∈ (0, t0) and δ ∈ (0, δ1),
P
{∫ t
0
|uKsσ|2ds 6 tδa(9−
β
2 )
}
6 C1 j0 exp
{
− c1tδ−a j0
β
2
}
.
which in turn implies that for θ = βa
j0
1−β and all ε ∈ (0, 1), t ∈ (0, t0),
P
{∫ t
0
|uKsσ|2ds 6 tε
}
6 C exp
{
− c1tε−θ
}
.
For λ > t, setting r := (λ/t) −11+θ and ξ := 1t
∫ t
0 |uKsσ|2ds, we have
Ee−λξ =
∫ ∞
0
λe−λεP(ξ 6 ε)dε
6
∫ ∞
r
λe−λεdε +C
∫ r
0
λe−λε−c1tε
−θdε
= e−λr + C
∫ λr
0
e−s−c1 tλ
θ s−θds
6 e−λr + Ce−c1tr−θ
∫ λr
0
e−sds
6 e−t(λ/t)
θ
1+θ
+Ce−c1 t(λ/t)
θ
1+θ
.
By replacing λ with λt, we obtain the desired estimate with γ = θ1+θ . 
Lemma 5.3. Let t0 := 1 ∧ ( e−‖∇b‖∞2‖∇b‖∞ ). Under (1.10) and (ASα), if S t has finite moments of all
orders, then for any p > 1, there exists a constant C > 1 such that for all t ∈ (0, t0),
sup
x∈Rd
E
(
(detΣt(x))−p
)
6 Ct−
2(p+1)
αγ , (5.17)
where γ is the same as in (5.13).
Proof. Write
˜Σt :=
∫ t
0
Ksσσ∗K∗s dS s.
By Lemma 2.4 and (5.13), we have for all t ∈ (0, t0) and λ > 1,
E exp{−λ(u ˜Σtu∗)} = E exp
{
−λ
∫ t
0
|uKsσ|2dS s
}
6
(
E exp
{
−c0λ
α
2
∫ t
0
|uKsσ|2ds
}) 1
2
6 C
1
2
2 exp
{
− c2t(c0λ α2 )γ/2
}
. (5.18)
Set
F(u; λ) := exp{−λ(u ˜Σtu∗)}.
For any u0, u1 ∈ Sd−1, let (ur)r∈(0,1) be the shortest arc connecting u0 and u1. By the mean value
theorem, one sees that for some r0 ∈ (0, 1),
|F(u0; λ) − F(u1; λ)| 6 2ρ(u0, u1)F(ur0 ; λ)λ| ˜Σt|,
where ρ(u0, u1) denotes the distance of sphere. Since
| ˜Σt| 6 C|S t|,
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by Ho¨lder’s inequality and (5.18), there exist constants C3 > 1, c3 ∈ (0, 1) such that for all
t ∈ (0, t0), λ > 1 and u0, u1 ∈ Sd−1,
E|F(u0; λ) − F(u1; λ)|d 6 C3ρ(u0, u1)d exp{−c3tλ
αγ
2 }λd.
Since Sd−1 is compact and has dimension d − 1, by Kolmogorov’s continuity theorem, we have
E
(
sup
|u|=1
F(u; λ)
)
6 C4 exp{−c4tλ
αγ
2 }λ, t ∈ (0, t0), λ > 1.
Noticing that for a d × d-symmetric matrix A,
(det A) 1d > inf
|u|=1
uAu∗,
we have
E
(
(det ˜Σt)−
p
d
)
=
1
Γ(p)
∫ ∞
0
λp−1E exp
{
− λ(det ˜Σt) 1d
}
dλ
6
1
Γ(p)
∫ ∞
0
λp−1E exp
{
− λ inf
|u|=1
(u ˜Σtu∗)
}
dλ
=
1
Γ(p)
∫ ∞
0
λp−1E
(
sup
|u|=1
F(u; λ)
)
dλ
6
1
Γ(p)
(∫ 1
0
λp−1dλ +C4
∫ ∞
1
λp exp{−c4tλ
αγ
2 }dλ
)
=
1
Γ(p)
(
1
p
+C4t−
2(p+1)
αγ
∫ ∞
t2/(αγ)
λp exp{−c4λ
αγ
2 }dλ
)
6
1
Γ(p)
(
1
p
+C5t−
2(p+1)
αγ
)
,
which gives
E
(
(det ˜Σt)−
p
d
)
6 C6t−
2(p+1)
αγ , t ∈ (0, t0). (5.19)
On the other hand, by (5.1) we have
Σt = Jt ˜ΣtJ∗t .
Since
det Jt = exp
{∫ t
0
(divb)(Xs)ds
}
> exp{−t‖divb‖∞},
which together with (5.19) yields (5.17). 
Theorem 5.4. Let t0 := 1∧ ( e−‖∇b‖∞2‖∇b‖∞ ). Under (1.10) and (ASα), for any k,m ∈ N0 with k +m > 1,
there are γk,m > 0 and C = C(k,m) > 0 such that for all f ∈ C∞b (Rd) and t ∈ (0, t0),
sup
x∈Rd
∣∣∣∣∇kE((∇m f )(Xt(x)))
∣∣∣∣ 6 C‖ f ‖∞t−γk,m . (5.20)
Proof. First of all, we assume that
S t has finite moments of all orders. (5.21)
Under this assumption, it is standard to prove that for any m, k ∈ N0 with m + k > 1 and p > 1
(cf. [40, Lemma 3.6]),
sup
x∈Rd
sup
t∈[0,1]
E
(
‖Dm∇kXt(x)‖p
H⊗m
)
< +∞. (5.22)
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By the chain rule, we have
∇kE
(
(∇m f )(Xt(x))
)
=
k∑
j=1
E
(
(∇m+ j f )(Xt(x))G j(∇Xt(x), · · · ,∇kXt(x))
)
,
where {G j, j = 1, · · · , k} are real polynomial functions. By Theorem 2.2 and (5.22), through
cumbersome calculations, one finds that there exist integer n and p > 1, C > 0 such that for all
t ∈ (0, 1) and x ∈ Rd,∣∣∣∣∇kE((∇m f )(Xt(x)))
∣∣∣∣ 6 C‖ f ‖∞E (‖(detΣt(x))−1‖np) 6 C‖ f ‖∞‖(detΣt(x))−1‖nnp.
Estimate (5.20) now follows by Lemma 5.3.
Now, without assumption (5.21), we can use the same argument as in [40, Section 3.3] to
prove (5.20). Since it is completely the same, we omit the details. 
Now, we are in a position to give
Proof of Theorem 1.3: Notice that for νS (du) = u−1− α2 du, (ASα) holds. By estimate (5.20)
and Sobolev’s embedding theorem, one has (1.11) (see [28, pp.102-103]). Equation (1.12) fol-
lows by Itoˆ’s formula. The smoothness of ρt(x, y) with respect to the time variable t follows by
equation (1.12) and a standard bootstrap argument.
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